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Hear Her Voice

W

omen in emerging markets are continuing to turn to nontraditional forms of employment. An article by the World
Economic Forum cites that in Vietnam, only 31% of working women
are formally employed – while 69% of these women are engaged in
informal work. In Singapore, the most economically advanced South
East Asian market, female employment is at 89%. However, women
remain hindered in corporate advancement.
56% of online women in South East Asia are self-employed
merchants—these female entrepreneurs are enabled by technology
and changing the traditional roles of women in emerging markets,
breaking down barriers and borders. It is time we
#HearHerVoice.

“I N V I E TN A M, O N LY 31 % OF WORK IN G
WOM E N A R E F O R MA L LY EMPLOY ED .”
The profound structural changes brought about by globalisation, more
competitive marketplaces, technological advancements and the
emergence of new communication platforms are providing new
opportunities for entrepreneurs – men and women alike.
Women from emerging markets are capitalising on this realisation and
thriving as business owners – creating sustainable ventures powered
by technology and fuelled through growing internet and mobile
penetration in the region. Grab, Luxola, Orami and Rappler are all
female-founded businesses underpinned by technology that have
raised the tech ecosystem as a whole in South East Asia. These
female voices are bolstering economies and redefining women’s
roles in some of the most traditional markets in the world. Wives,
daughters, sisters and mothers are disrupting the digital economy and
setting themselves up to be pivotal players in future socio-economic
development.
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What We Know
An ASEAN study in December 2015 by the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) revealed
that South East Asia is among one of the most
entrepreneurial regions in the world, making it
a fertile ground for innovation. 66% of people in the
region view entrepreneurship as a positive career
choice, above the GEM global average of 62.4%.
Technology, internet connectivity and low price
points for mobile data access, competitively priced
smartphones and high social media usage is
mobilising these home-grown ecommerce businesses.

observations that we anticipate will further apprise
the advertising and marketing community of future
opportunities, to develop informed strategies and
remain relevant and competitive as the female
entrepreneurial segment evolves their values and
roles in the tech ecosystem.

“6 6 % OF PEOPLE IN
S OUT H EAS T AS IA VIEW
EN T REPREN EURS HIP
AS A POS IT IVE C AREER

In 2015, Dentsu Aegis Network fielded the first
wave of an ongoing study on the emergence of
female entrepreneurs in South East Asia. The study
was powered by our proprietary Consumer
Connection System (CCS) and aimed to help
brands develop more effective marketing strategies,
and more importantly, uncover opportunities for
the industry as a whole to become more supportive
advocates for female-founded businesses. Our
preliminary findings demonstrated that women
are at the helm of creating new models in internet
selling. The aim of the second wave was to
understand how technology and access to platforms
was impacting these ventures, while identifying
motivators that were driving their behaviour.

C HOICE.”

The September 2016 establishment of Dentsu Aegis
Network’s ‘Female Foundry Accelerator
Programme’ – an initiative to mentor, develop
and help fund female start-ups in South and
South East Asia — was launched in response to
these findings. It is our commitment to continue
to develop programmes and create infrastructure
focused on amplifying the voice of female
entrepreneurs in the context of innovation,
technology deployment and disruption.

Our role in the digital economy
depends on it.

What’s New
Our second wave of research included new
markets and revealed in-depth data points and
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W

e are always looking for ways to produce valuable
insight into the ever changing landscape that’s
being impacted by the digital economy. This white paper
shows that women in emerging markets are becoming
more empowered by technology to support themselves and
their families by starting up their own businesses, but that
they are still facing challenges in many areas. With this,
we’re armed with the knowledge to work with our clients
to connect with these women in more meaningful ways
and to help these female led start-ups drive success for
their businesses.
As the saying goes, “necessity is the mother of
invention” and women across the sub-region are

leveraging technological advancements to reinvent their
career trajectory. The rise of internet-led entrepreneurship
means that these women are fast becoming the driving
force behind the digital economy in emerging markets.
Accordingly, we will start to see these and lookalike
businesses dictating the agenda for innovation for our
industry and in response we must be more agile and
adaptable in the way that we operate and communicate.”

BONNÂE OGUNL ADE
Regional Associate Insight Director,
Carat, Asia Pacific
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We should look at these findings with a view to
accelerate change in the way we approach our
business, especially as emerging markets become more
influential in the digital economy. By 2030, 80% of the
global middle class will live outside the developed world;
today these markets are home to the poorest and most
disadvantaged people on the planet. This confluence will
be one of the biggest disrupters to business as we know it.
If we can establish a more informed position on the role
new and existing technology and access to platforms is
having on these women and their communities, we will
become more effective marketers. How can we become
more supportive advocates for women in rural and
developing urban communities?
If we impose a new kind of moral and social conscience
to everything we do, how can we give a voice to a new
era of female entrepreneurs?
We hope the work we are doing at Dentsu Aegis Network
in Asia Pacific will continue to unlock innovation,
support communities and change a mind-set, steeped in
legacy and traditional customs.”

RU T H S T U BBS
Global President, iProspect
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U

sing Dentsu Aegis Network’s Consumer
Connection System (CCS) and leveraging
our initial research in 2015, we posed specific
questions to over 1,500 female entrepreneurs in
Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
Vietnam.

“OVE R 1,500 WOME N (1,53 6 )
AGE D 18-64 AC ROS S INDONES I A
(305), PHIL IPPINE S (307), S I NGAPORE (308), THAIL AND (3 0 6 )
AND VIE TN AM (310) ANSWE R E D A
TE N-MINUTE S URVE Y.”

CCS Female
Entrepreneur Study
The fieldwork from our second wave of the female
entrepreneurship study was conducted between
June 2nd and 9th, 2016. An in-depth questionnaire
was fielded to better understand motivations
around trends in female founded ecommerce
businesses that were not revealed in the first wave.
We also included two new markets – Singapore
and Vietnam, in order to provide a more complete
sub-regional picture and identify any major
differences or synergies.

Over 1,500 women (1,536) aged 18-64
across Indonesia (305), Philippines (307),
Singapore (308), Thailand (306) and Vietnam
(310) answered a ten-minute survey. In addition
to gaining a deeper understanding into key
motivations of these entrepreneurs, we looked for
patterns in ecommerce, payment gateways and the
role that technology and smartphones are playing
in accessing a marketplace.
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I

n 2015, we established that 36% of women across
South East Asia were identified as self-employed. This
trend of online women in emerging markets migrating
towards self-employment versus traditional roles at
corporate enterprises, represents a significant shift in
culture and confidence.

“ 3 6 % OF WOMEN ACROSS
S OUT H EAS T AS IA ARE
S ELF -EMPLOY ED ”

In 2016, we discovered women are more likely to
support their own initiatives for business (with up to
half funding their own start-ups). Motivational drivers
are steeped in family and community betterment and
easy access to apps and simple sharing platforms
facilitate access to more and more potential customers.
Overwhelmingly, social media remains the single most
important platform for their business infrastructure and
automation.
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T

he demographic profile of female entrepreneurs skews towards urban
millennials, selling on both online platforms and via their smartphones.
41% of these female entrepreneurs are employing 1-5 staff with the goal to
expand in the next 12 months.

85% of Vietnamese female entrepreneurs are millennials
93% of Indonesian female entrepreneurs are urban
Female entrepreneurship is thriving in the apparel, cosmetics and FMCG sector. Despite the growing role
technology has in supporting these businesses, tech focused start-ups remain low.

Products/Services retailed

42%

28%

Vietnam

37%

40%

Philippines

Indonesia

Thailand

39%

Singapore

Thailand

16%

13%

Singapore

Thailand

Clothing &
Accessories

36%

52%

Philippines

FMCG/
Household

31%

17%

Indonesia

Vietnam
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30%

26%

Vietnam

Indonesia

Cosmetics &
Personal Care

35%

Philippines

19%

Singapore
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Women in South East Asia are willing
to invest in their own future.

H

alf of the women we spoke to in South East Asia are providing their own initial investment to set up
their own businesses with very few receiving banking, charitable or government funds.

Reaping the benefits of higher incomes, security and flexibility in managing their work-life balance, they
feel more empowered. Supporting their families and the anticipated increase in income are the two core
motivations for these entrepreneurs.

Over 56% of female entrepreneurs in emerging markets are
motivated by their own potential to make money.

Main investment attained to start business

Didn’t need an
initial investment

Bank &
Financial Inst.

My
Savings

Gov/Charity/
VCs/Angel Inv.

26%

43%

6%

5%

12%

44%

3%

4%

9%

48%

6%

4%

11%

47%

8%

4%

9%

50%

9%

4%
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Opportunities
O

ver a third of female entrepreneurs in South East Asia are reselling products as a main source of
income and one in 10 are planning to generate an income through self-employment in the next 12
months. The remainder are generating a supplementary income.
In Indonesia, over a quarter are earning more now than they did when they were employed and
notably the most successful start-ups are making close to US$1million a year. In emerging markets, women
are making up to 10x the national average salary. This trend is consistent across the region.

Highest Income (US$)

Average Income (US$)

Singapore = up to
$922,936

Singapore = up to
$490,488

8x National
Average Salary

Indonesia = up to
$750,150

Indonesia = up to
$13,670

10x National
Average Salary

Vietnam = up to
$448,300

Vietnam = up to
$8,363

4.5x National
Average Salary

Thailand = up to
$284,188

Thailand = up to
$11,973

2x National
Average Salary

Philippines = up to
$216,156

Philippines = up to
$5,780

1.5x National
Average Salary
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T

he most challenging aspect of starting a
business venture is the amount of time it takes
before seeing any profit. This is exacerbated when
many female entrepreneurs are self funding using
their own savings to fulfil their entrepreneurial
ambitions. If funding was more accessible, then this
challenge might be less of a growth inhibitor for
these smart, ambitious entrepreneurs.

Took a long
time before
seeing profit

Despite having relatively little business background
and financial support, these women are changing
the economic landscape with their earning
potential and influencing traditional roles and
responsibilities.

Being
Working long
a solo
hours
operator

34% 24%

18%

Difficulty
finding
people
with the
necessary
skillset

15%
12

Lacking
knowledge
and support

14%
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T

hese women are successfully using technology,
with 93% of new female entrepreneurs in South
East Asia claiming that mass market technology
has positively impacted their business. Mobile and
social are key drivers in propelling their businesses
forward with 83% of female entrepreneurs in South
East Asia galvanising their businesses through
social media.

Social media platforms are facilitating access,
reach and potential across a scaled online
audience base. Over 50% of small owner operated
online businesses in Thailand are taking place on
Facebook, followed by Vietnam at 45%, while
Instagram is gaining popularity in Indonesia and
Thailand.

The main social platforms used to support their business
Any type of social
platform
Facebook
LINE
Instagram
Twitter

83%
Nett

54%

41% 24%

Thailand

Thailand

13

Indonesisa

9%

Indonesia
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Mobile is used for business transactions

Indonesia

Thailand

42%

39%

Philippines

31%

Vietnam

26%

Singapore

20%

While across South East Asia cash is still the dominant payment method, these female entrepreneurs are
underpinning their business transactions with trusted third party payment partner PayPal.

Payment Methods

In Bank
Transfer

PayPal

Cash on
Delivery

Cash
Only

74%

37%

24%

8%

65%

32%

18%

14%

50%

16%

42%

9%

39%

44%

29%

13%

24%

36%

27%

29%
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An ambitious

T

o grow and scale in the next 12 months, female
entrepreneurs say they will seek technical skills and
personal development. One-fifth intend to raise capital
and source further financial backing.

Business plan for the next 12 months

Sell items
online
46%

Take a
course to learn
new skills
31%

Develop a
website
31%

Develop a
social media
site
30%

Take a course to
improve skills
26%

Get financial
backing
22%

Moving forward there is a tangible opportunity to bring
women together and provide leadership, inspiration
and valuable skills to current and future entrepreneurs.
Over 90% of successful female entrepreneurs would
mentor future entrepreneurs at the beginning of their
journey. Surprisingly, this number drops in Singapore
with only 79% of women interested in mentoring future
female founders.

OVER 90% OF SUCCESSFUL FEMALE
ENTREPRENEURS WOULD MENTOR FUTURE
ENTREPRENEURS AT THE BEGINNIN G OF
THEIR JOURNEY.
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T

he Dentsu Aegis Female Foundry Accelerator
Programme has been initiated to recruit tech
focused start-ups and over an accelerated time
frame, produce concrete results in propelling
condidates into their next stage of growth. In our
conversations with these women, they consistently
mention the importance of both vision and strategy
for long term success of their businesses — our
programme will focus on aligning them with a clear

we hope to contribute a small part to unleashing
what could be, a great force for economic
reform around the sub region. By raising the voice
of women as a dominant player in the growth of
ecommerce, we hope to reshape and fuel
developing economies in some way.

destination and specific pathway to success.

are excited to help our partners and brands unlock
new opportunities in these markets and learn,
leverage, educate and support this burgeoning
class of working women.

Taking learnings from this latest research and our
pilot Female Foundry Accelerator Programme, we

By taking this group of motivated business owners
and investing in targeted efforts to support them,
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